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ABSTRACT 

 

ARTICLE INFO 

Existing system conjointly typically faces the issues with the privacy of the complete 

network system and keep personal knowledge. to beat these problems, increase wide 

used application and knowledge complexness, thus net services have style to a multi-

tiered system whereby the online server runs the appliance front-end logic and 

knowledge is retrieve to a info or digital computer. Intrusion detection system plays a 

key role in laptop security technique to analysis the info on the server. This drawback 

overcome in planned Duel Security technique is introduced supported ecommerce 

application. For knowledge security we have a tendency to use the message digest rule, 

associate in engineered net server of windows platform, with info My SQL Server. 

during this paper planned system watching each net request and info requests. Most of 

the individuals do their dealings through net primarily based server use. For that 

purpose duel security system is employed. Duel security prevents attacks and prevents 

user account knowledge from unauthorized change from account. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Intrusion Detection System examines the attack separately 

on net server and info server. so as to guard multi-tiered net 

services Associate in Nursing economical call Intrusion 

Detection System is required to observe attacks by mapping 

net request and SQL question, there's direct causative 

relationship between request received from the forepart net 

server and people generated for the info backend. Dynamic 

data processor enable persistent face information 

modification through the communications protocol requests 

to incorporate the parameters that area unit variable and rely 

on the user input. owing to that the mapping between the net 

and also the info rang from one to several as  shown within 

the mapping model. 

Now day’s info security may be a major element of every 

and each organization. info is employed for the shop 

information in info isn't ample for any organization, since 

they need to handle all problems associated with info, from 

that one amongst the most issue is info security. during this 

paper we have a tendency to style with the essential 

approach that determines whether or not information hold 

on in info is tampered or not. Any business cannot afford 

the chance of Associate in Nursing unauthorized user 

perceptive or dynamical the info in their databases. net 

services area unit wide employed in social network by 

individuals. net services and applications became standard 

and additionally their complexness has accrued. Most of the 

task like banking, social networking, and on-line looking 

area unit done and directly rely on net. As we have a 

tendency to area unit victimization net services that is gift 

all over for private in addition as company information 

they're being attacked simply. wrongdoer attacks backend 

server that provides the helpful and valuable info thereby 

oblique forepart attack. information escape is that the huge 

issue for industries & completely different institutes. it's 

terribly laborious for any computer user to seek out out the 

info informant among the system users. it's making a 

significant threat to organizations. It will destroy company’s 

complete and its name. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

X. Chen, J. Li, X. Huang, J. Ma, and W. Lou,” New 

Publicly Verifiable Databases with Efficient Updates”, 2015, 

in this paper author has developed a model which notion of 
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verifiable database (VDB) enables a resource-constrained 

client to securely outsource a very large database to an 

untrusted server so that it could later retrieve a database 

record and update it by assigning a new value. Also, any 

attempt by the server to tamper with the data will be 

detected by the client. Author proposes a new VDB 

framework from vector commitment based on the idea of 

commitment binding. The construction is not only public 

verifiable but also secure under the FAU attack. 

Furthermore, he proves that our construction can achieve the 

desired security properties. 

 

Anmin Fu, Shui Yu, Yuqing Zhang, Huaqun Wang, 

Chanying Huang, “NPP: A New Privacy-Aware Public 

Auditing Scheme for Cloud Data Sharing with Group 

Users”, 2016, this paper author design a new privacy-aware 

public auditing mechanism for shared cloud data by 

constructing a homomorphic verifiable group signature. 

Unlike the existing solutions, our scheme requires at least 

group managers to recover a trace key cooperatively, which 

eliminates the abuse of single-authority power and provides 

non-frameability. Moreover, our scheme ensures that group 

users can trace data changes through designated binary tree; 

and can recover the latest correct data block when the 

current data block is damaged. In addition, the formal 

security analysis and experimental results indicate that our 

scheme is provably secure and efficient. 

 

Ekta Naik, Ramesh Kagalkar, “Detecting and Preventing 

Intrusions In Multi-tier Web Applications”, 2014, In this 

paper, author proposes implemented double guard using 

internet information and service manager Furthermore, it 

quantify the limitations of any multitier IDS in terms of 

training sessions  and functionality coverage. I am 

implementing the prevention techniques for attacks. I am 

also finding IP Address of intruder. A network Intrusion 

Detection System can be classified into two types: anomaly 

detection and misuse detection. Anomaly detection first 

requires the IDS to define and characterized the correct and 

acceptable static form and dynamic behaviour of the system, 

which can then be used to detect abnormal changes or 

anomalous behaviour. 

 

V. Vu, S. Setty, A.J. Blumberg, and M. Walfish, “A hybrid 

architecturefor interactive verifiable computation”, 2013, 

this work is promising but suffers from one of two problems: 

either it relies on expensive cryptography, or else it applies 

to a restricted class of computations. Worse, it is not always 

clear which protocol will perform better for a given problem. 

He describe a system that (a) extends optimized refinements 

of the non-cryptographic protocols to a much broader class 

of computations, (b) uses static analysis to fail over to the 

cryptographic ones when the non-cryptographic ones would 

be more expensive, and (c) incorporates this core into a built 

system that includes a compiler for a high-level language, a 

distributed server, and GPU acceleration. Experimental 

results indicate that our system performs better and applies 

more widely than the best in the literature. 

 

S. Pearson and A. Benameur, “Privacy, security, and trust 

issues arising from cloud computing”, 2010, Cloud 

computing is an emerging paradigm for large scale  

infrastructures. It has the advantage of reducing cost by 

sharing computing and storage resources, combined with an 

on-demand provisioning mechanism relying on a pay-per-

use business model. These new features have a direct impact 

on the budgeting of IT budgeting but also affect traditional 

security, trust and privacy mechanisms. Many of these 

mechanisms are no longer adequate, but need to be 

rethought to fit this new paradigm. In this paper he assess 

how security, trust and privacy issues occur in the context of 

cloud computing and discuss ways in which they may be 

addressed. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 
Fig 1. System architecture 

 

A. System Overview: 

Our aim to change sturdy information detection and 

protection for internet applications whereas at constant time 

we tend to minimize the false positive rate. Our objective to 

secure 3 tier internet applications for sleuthing and 

preventing differing types of attacks. sleuthing the 

tempering attack for information activity. Offer each aspect 

security front-end and back- finish. 

Many Systems area unit providing a technique security for 

the online applications protective an internet application in 

terms of interface and at information finish with correct ill  

choices is better part of the system. The projected system 

styles plan in breakdown model to gauge security of the 

online applications in conjunction with its information in 

each step. 

 

B. Module Explanation: 

User Module: 

User can authorize login access.  He can update all  personal  

information.  He also can give authority to generated secure 

encryption process. 
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Sales Department: 

Sales department work as a hacker. Here hacker changes the 

database value of any product without authentication. 

 

Admin Module: 

Admin is the authorized person, he check all the user 

activity records as well as profile. He also watch the 

tempering on changing the values from data base. 

 

C. Techniques and Algorithms: 

 

SQL Injection attack Handling Algorithm 

 Handling SQL injection by strong validation 

schemes 

 

DOS Attack Handling Algorithm 

 Read file Length 

 Checking for the threshold Size 

 Prevent file uploading 

 

Data Tampering Algorithm 

 Validation intervals 

 Data hashing by MD5 

 Data Tamper identification 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Conclusion: 

This is associate degree Application of changed information 

detection system through unauthorized access. By 

victimization MD5 algorithmic program we tend to area unit 

restoring changed information  in cooperation the front net 

(HTTP) requests and side decibel (SQL) queries. 

 

Future Scope: 

In future we will analyze the phishing attack and cross 

website scripting attack will be put in on big selection of 

machines having completely different operative systems and 

platforms. In  our  future we tend to work on international 

server to analysis the temper server. 
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